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t. INTRODUCTION 

Certain pulsed power systems such as pulsed gas Users require high pulse 
repetition rates with peat power of the pulses in the 10 to 10 ' W range. 
Such high powers cannot be handled with the usual laboratory high voltage 
power supplies. On the other hand, systems such as the Hirx generator capable 
of handling such Wyt high powers are plagued with many problems whenever a high 
pulse repetition rate is required. Many Kirx generator designers consider 
a rate of )tti a high repetition rate, although the actual requirements in seme 
applications are for repetition in the lKKz to lOOKHz range. 

tn what follows we propose a system which can handle high Mwers as well 
as high repetition rates. 



II. STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES 

\. Theoretical study of the resistive phase in high pressure gas switching; 
the refine of interest U (10-S0)KV from ( U , 10»s, lOOKKz) to O00J : 

10us» IWte). 

2. The resistive phase is to be examined as a function of applied field, 
gap spacing, Inductance, gas type and pressure, and electrode material. 

3. Integrate into the study a description of the initiating and quenching 
phases as regards system performance (e.g., the jitter problem}. 

4. Consider the cooling and eltctrcde debris rewval effects of the vortex 
gas flow on the operating c3ar«aeristics of the system. 
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III. SHORT REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

A capable review of the available literature up to 197S related to high 
pressure gas switching can be found In the Frungel's book"'. To our knowledge, 
since the pioneering experimental work by J.C. Martin' ' and the author'3' of 
this report, the only relevant writ addressing the problems of the resistive 
phase has been done at the University of Toronto by V.H. P.lstlc' ' and 
Sorensen and Ristlrj''. The w r k done In Reference (4) has resulted In real 
hardware' \ The w r k done In Reference (5) 1s an extension of KartinV ' 
work ami «Fper1«enta1 post ul at ion of a new law for the resistance of the 
resistiv* ̂ hase In the spark discharge. In W e following we discuss several 
aspects of the w r k done by Martin, O'Rourke, Ristic and Sorensen. 



IV. DESCRIPTIONS OF ARC PHASES 

When a high voltage pulse is applied to the spark gap as shown in 
Figure IV.1. several phenomena occur in succession. These phenomena are 
usually classified in the following way. 

(a) Statistical Phase. <ts> statistical phase or lag time is governed to 
a large degree by the field emission properties of the cathode. 
The statistical lag time is measured from the point at which the 
pulse charge attains its maximum value (nominally 10ns) to the time 
at »iMch the gap breaks down. To determine this value, statistical 
analysis requires between 30 to 5C samples at a given electrical 
field value. 

(b) Fonrative Phase. t f is governed by the rate of ionization buildup and 
is describable by the processes taking place within the gas medium. 
For pressures required, the formative phase is small compared to the 
statistical phase. 

(c) Resistive Phase. t p occurs after the formative phase and is charac
terized by the space-charge effects or the streamer mechanism, or both. 
Because of the Increase in current, Joule heat is released. A larger 
current liberates a larger amount of heating, and the cumulative 
process sets in. 

(d) Quenching Phase, t or <t > is defined as time required for the gap 
to reach the non-conductive state from the conductive state. By 
conductive state we mean a single channel resistive discharge. In a 
properly designed gap the quenching phase is not a statistical variable. 
It depends on (ij the recombination of the electrons and ions (which 
is thought to be on the order of a millisecond in hydrogen); (ii) the 
ambipolar diffusion of the charge particles into electrodes (for hydrogen 
the time constant for ambipolar diffusion is of the order of O.lui for 
gap lengths of about lOun); and (iii) the circuitry of the power supply. 
Before the quenching phase can begin a cert-tin value of current must 
be reached, which is termed the minimal current necessary for existence 
of the a r c ( , 2 ) . 

) 
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Figure IV.1 - Arc Phases: <ts> Statistical Phase, t f. Formative Phase, t r, Resistive Phase and t., quenching Phase 



V. EXPERIMENTAL WORK RELATED TO RESISTIVE PHASE 

We begin this study with a description of the most recent published 
(5) experimental results of T. Sorensen and V. Ristic 1 ' on the "Rise-Time and 

Time Dependent Spark Gap Resistance in Nitrogen and Helium". Figures V.I, 
2 and 3 were supplied by Professor Ristic and provide a description of the 
u-wave circuit technique used in their work along with the equivalent 

circuit used in the reduction and analysis of the experimental data. 
The spark gap is located between the center conductors of the charged 
coaxial transmission line with the cathode on the left and the anode on 
che right being grounded locally to the outer conductor. The center conductor 
can be repetitively charged with the charging currents flowing through a 
resistor and bringing the voltage across the spark gap up to the desired 
overvoltage level for gas breakdown. The electrodes have approximate 
Rogowski profiles so that the electric field in the gap volume is initially 
rather uniform prior to gas breakdown. Since these single pulse experiments 
were designed to measure the basic temporal characteristics of the resistive 
phase, it was not necessary to control the statistical and formative time 
lags by illuminating the cathode. During the resistive phase one obtains 
a fast rising "reflected" current pulse I„(t) propagating back along the 
charged transmission line. As indicated in Figure V.l, a properly designed 

o 
pick-up loop (EL probe) is inserted into the transmission line near the 
spark gap; its output voltage pulse Vfl(t) = t | | I R(t) contains the lumped 
circuit basis for the "whole story" of the spark gap resistance as a function 
of time as will be shown in the following sections of the report as we review 
this work of Sorensen and Ristic. 
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'i.l M SiSlStm BISE-FW SJirt* 

j .C . K m to*" gnsww^ E*ls observations of s&e resistive Hse*j<e* 

for * variety of gases in ifte foUovifta town 

tftJtSf ^ 

&„§»,*" <J/Jfcl 
V 

where £ * ~ ; "tf is We uwtsur*d ftrtiMft voltage in W; £ 0 8s the gap 
o 3 

Hengta 8o eo; s9 is the asfcltfl? gis density 5" s»/sa ; ^ f 1s tfte S?P density 

of *4r 8.2S*Si5 9«/c» ; 2 f l 5$ We ehiruttrfstfc l«wfa«c« of tfce cfrcvis 

tfrisldj wo JSrtfk $19, In 3f»s. 

So** ytirs 190 We auHar 3' acted the obvious fact « s t CS.0I3 is 

tiitifftS$Gn«Hy lowrrtet a«d tried to correct tne situation using a hydredyftaaie 

asotfel of i*t rtsijtivtly lwatfd swrk thi«mei. St K»S fcimo" t»at one «t)id 

5M*ift K*f5*n'i £^ 2*' rtswU 5ft this **y, ^ : sot the *9' dejMtdw:*; 

in i&itioft, » weak tail beiterioiie explicit dtsefuJtae* en AO beyond that 

esatftifiM in £ 0 wis eoutfiM. W will loeic agaia at the jrabJet) us Wig oniy 

« * Sure MCChod of !jJ«flJionii itulysfs because Jf.»r*fr found no es$>ifeit 

&£««&«« en i d , and »s *t »ieJ see later, nsit&er 414 Sorensen *«S BSsik 

i decade Utr*. 

W* Si§i* by assuMo? «t hive recognised the *«*$lett stt" of dimensional 

*#fUJfi« ia fyt ©0, « 6 , i 0 T y and write {using e.S.u.): 

* ¥ « ! * ^ «/< se^'fCsee s » * s f 
0 0 * 

* SIC • 
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One then fSft*1? that 

b » § • e « * - I ; d • » • J 

and thmflor* 

0 0 

«f«r« k| is # jwre nunoer. Mo* tn both Hartin's work and in that of Sorensen 

ttti *»st*c *i well «s tuny other spirit 9»p fnwKtfgattons, there is $e«eral 

ao/eennmt that 7,. » .?* ' so that one can with so«e confidence new choose 

* * ?/} and thertoy ostein 

k, * s*n v, 

0 0 

Kftere V is tin mmrrt Breakdown vol u s e level. !n recent discussions 

between Martin am) the author it was agreed that his original data reduction 

effort was not of sufficient accuracy to have distinguished between s "' 

dependence and the (resent £ J ' ' 1 dependence, "he explicit dependence of 

t K em &fl has, as note* above, not own *>ser*ed in *ay e*oeriatnt w date 

howwer, and seriously casts dosot on the above assumption that the correct 

"cfiaelete set" of diaeotisnal varieties includes £ Q . Nevertheless, ( t H 

tint that HI «v$t continue is search for sot* fundiaentai physical lenfth 

«n the oroole*, which will be called * 0 in es. ?or example, one ssi§fti say 

that the i«pen*nt electric field strw?th in the sroo?** is nut the i«$s$*l 

unifom field S » - 2 , out rather &£ • ~ , where s e is soee effective 
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radius of curvature of the observable *irhisker*tfps* on the cathode surface. 

The above mute could then bo written in the font 

^ • 71717171 71717173 { 5 0 3 1 

C O 0 0 

where k j * 0 * l j £ 0 . In the letter few one can then begin to "see* the 

possibility that ky9 «ay io fact be soee Mftd of 'intrinsic local length 

in the problff *ft<ch is independent of or not obsembly dependent upon the 

ipark jap geowtry, the gas, the electrodes, etc. The method of disensional 

analysis obviously cannot help in the resolution of such a 'heavy* #gsies 

"possibility". The physics of "*0" seen to be partially contained in the 

*el l known theory of Fowler and Hordnets for the pure field emission of 

electrons *ro» the surfae* of the caihode. Their theory is represented in 

the f jmj le for electron emission 

j ( ^ ) • a£* « c ($.04) 

where 

!*l£! fah JO* 
* h H (toil)* 

I « fcWO7!/'1 

and the Feni tnerfy c F and the « r k function « M are both in {e.v.} units; 

E c is the ajituji electric field strength at the cathode surface in {—•). 

in practice one does not •casi.-rt j or £ { directly, but rather proceeds 

to %\) atiuw 1 cathode eafssfoft area * c ; (2) iessure the total current I 

U 



flowing in 4 closed circuit; (3) assume that jA c = I; {4} use measured 
values of a an* $ for • given cathode oaterial; and {5} solve (5.35) for 
£ c and relate this result to £ 0 » ~ ; typically, one finds £ £ *. <aO0Eo-

One then safes* axwels of the shapes of the microscopic whiskers on 
the cathode surface in order to qualitatively understand the distribution 
of the charge density over such reaj oaten*)s where one expects a concen
tration of chars* at the tips of the whiskers on the basis of potential theory. 
" such a phenomcnalogitil approach, one is led to the idea of pure f W d 
,han'.t*ent at the cathode surface and one esprssses this 'idea in the fora 

S» " 9, sr «nw* flu '* called the field gain factor. There are t snail c *c iQ *c 
nmter of geoaetric shapes for which the classical potential theory yields 
exact descriptions of the equipotential lines and their corresponding 
streas-Hr.es (see the theory of lightning arresters) in the lc field of 
interest tttrt. The result &f such investigations is contained in the 
statettent 9 • ia •* ««ere h is an effective Wisher height above the ideal 
cathode eqwipotential plane and r Q an effective whisfeer thinness or diameter 
and L is a dUwnsionless geaatric factor of order unity. A U such arguments 

V 
ere equivalent to writing £, • r ~ r as discussed a&eve and frc* this viewpsist 
one magfivcs the enst«b»e of re»* whiskers to tit replaced by an ensemble of 
tiny spheres of effective radius «rfis» connected e<»x«<e-wisa to the underlying 
idea* plant cf atfto'fc aaterial at potential >V0. In this easy vray, one can 
picture the <tfsti*'*&i?$n Of circuit charfs 2«er ? ra? either ?arf«?e *« a 
rather qualitative fashion. Jn this way ** begin to see that our »,earch for 
th* fundamental length *„ in this resistive ri**«t;fte jjrob'.e* Hart's us directly 
to the deeper proole* of the field gain factor s c * r- suJ the surface physics 
of the electrode aatcrials. 

It 
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In practice. If one uses the Fowler-fjordbaia formula one must proceed 
wltti some caution since one cannot neasure j or £ c and the assumption thtt 
A £ 1s known Is especially hard to accept during the statistical tine delay 
Khen one is creating th* saell nusfcer of initiating electrons to begin the 
gas breakdown process. As :.n exalte, one can take c^ • 4eV, c F • JOeV and 
assume the value £ c • 3.10 ? ~ p to obtain J « 8.3 2Sj^ and then note tnat 
if £ c » 2xl0 ? ~ j ™ , one obtains j - U x l O " 4 ^ . In this easy way one 
is quickly convinced that ft is not a simple natter in practice to use this 
approach based d {£.04) to design the kinds of spark gaps of interest here. 
"'";re Is vast experimental literature on this subject which demonstrates that 
there is indeed an absolute statistical tlae delay involved in the problem of 
reaching a crftica' enhanced field strength ? c at the cathode surface after 
the Ds«ddtn turning-en" of » 0 across the gap uf length *0. For the bloh 
rep-rite command triggered and jitter controlled spark gaps of interest here 
ft is quite dear tfcet a strong effort aust be cade with both theory and new 
experiments to understand what is happening everywhere in the circuit during 
this statistical time delay. If possible, one wants to design the switching 
system in such a way that botfi the statistical and formative time delay periods 
are pulse "over-driven" and thereby shorter then all other characteristics 
tines In the problen. Said another way. It is essential to establish the 
resistive time delay period as quickly as possible wfth the highly over-volting 
command trigger pulses. One of the goals of this study is to discover how 
this is to be accomplished in practice in the high rep-rate regfne. 

Cofltimifnj with the aore rewnt data cf Sorensen and 8i3ti^ s' we first 
note their final expressions for t f i in the case of Nj and He; ninety, for ^ 
they find that 

* 
IS 
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I.tlBK) • J-** (5.05) 
E (JSli) z , / 3(3) V ess ' o u" 

and for He they find that 

6.4 p A'. / 3 

ta{nsec) • J-* (5.06) 

which are to be compared to J.C. tjartin'j result »?r ssny gases 

x ( f l S e c ) . §12 . (5.07) 

Martin's work was done f'jr longer rise times and lower £ 0 fields than in the 
work of Sorensen and Ristic. It is recdily apparent that all three of these 
results sre dii«S5ion»lly incorrect if one accepts them at face value 
(i.e., if the Multiplicative m«erfc9l coefficients are takei to oe dimensionless 
pure nunbers). Also, if one assigned sane appropriate dimensions to say the 
factor (44) In t R{« 2) 1*: is cot self evident why the factor (6.4) in tfi(He) 
should have different dimensions as it clearly must have according to the 
forw»a. We have seen that pure dimensional analysis reasoning yields the 
result 

k * a 2 ' 3 

e o 'o 

and every effort should be made to fit all the experimental data available to 
this functional fora in order to bring some order into our understanding of 
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the problem. !n several recent conversations with Rlstic, this author 
learned that there is S9 current explanation for these basic problems with 
dimensions. For N, the following parameter ranges were reported 

2.3 < p 4 t £ 6.39 ; 5 x 10" 3 < y e n ) < 5 x 50* 2 ; 

7.6 < 20(fl) < 2 M ; 10 < E ( ^ ) < 75 ; (5.09) 

o.i<-J—£ioo . 

At a value of £„ » 8 is ~ the numerical result of Martin for T D is about o cm K 
the sane as that of Sorcnsen and Rlstic for t R(N 2). The value of T R ( N ? J in 
these experiments ranged from 0.66 nsec to 2.3 nsec. Again, no explicit 
dependence of t R or i 0 other than that fn E 0 was observed. It is also to be 
noted that the rang* 10 5 ~ < E f t < 750 j-j- is rather far below the field " cm - o - cm 
emission threshold v&^ue of E_ « 3 x 10 ^r and since the gap was not 
illuminated (say by an external U-V light source), cu> exist eventually 
investigate the surface phjilcs of the cathodes to understand how the breakdown 
processes were actually initiated (again, the surface physics secret lies 
hidden Cn the Hystericus eRhanceient or pure field gain factor g c ) . 

One of the more important contributions In this Sorensen/Ristic paper is 
R 0(t) the demonstration that in the time domain the diwnslanless resistance -

-i ° 
of the spark gap very accurately follows a "t law" over three decades 

-t/T R 

rather than J.C. Hartin's presumed e form if one ignores the tin*' 
dependent inductance of the spark channel during the tines of interest during 
the resistive phase. After a careful analysis of their circuit and data 

17 



these authors concluded that the actual spark cha.iel resistance for N» is 
given by 

R 0(t) 4 
0 « 2 x 10 4 PAt 

I E («£jL ) Z ol/3 ( a ) t ( n s ) j (5.10) 

over the range 0.1 < -r- < 100. Introducing their above result for T D , we - z 0 - R 
obtain 

•J 

V« s Zo 2 x ,o4 (wi) ' °'23 & z 
T' to (5.11) 

for the real tine dependence of the spark channel resistance. 
In a similar way they report for He that (to ± 6S) 

3 
KM 100 "At 1/3 

fi ,1/3 t o 

3 
• ioo (drt> (5.12) 

so that 

R 0(t) » 0.38 
10*V, 2 o ; 7.76 * p A t « 21.32; 22 * E ( ^ r ) * 60 . (5.13) 

Such a t Idw receives partial lumped circuit from our above dimensional 
analysis because one could just as well have written 

2/3 
t » k, X„ On 

o H o * ? T ™ 
where any time dependence in our fundamental length x , in the density p of 

18 



the plasma spark ohanr.el or in the driving trigger voltage v are assumed 
to be "secular" compared to the rapidly changing resistance of the spark 
channel itself. In this manner one can write the expression 

R 0 ( t) h xo po 
2/3 

7T737173" 
L 0 0 

3 

Z o = k3' 
T M 3 

(i) (5.14) 

where k 3 would be obtained from the experimental data. In Figure v,4 we 
Kit) for N ? to illustrate the remarkable three reproduce the shape factor 

.3 u 

decade fit to this "t law" which Sorensen and Ristic have discovered. 
In the next section we will review the lumped circuit theory used by these 

-3 authors to see if such a "t law" has other consequences which can be observed 
in such experiments. 
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VI. THE TIME DEPENDENT SPARK GAP RESISTANCE 

In Figure V.2 we present the proposed equivalent circuit underlying the 
Sorensen-Ristic experiment. The equations for the currents are seen to be 
the following 

Vr(t) - V„(t) 
^(t) = I2(t) • r3(t) = Ij{t) - IR(t) = ' t

 R 

and 

I2(t) = C 0 ^ [ V j ( t ) + V R(t)] 

with 

I 3(t)R 0(t} +^[L 0(t)l3(t)] = V 0 + V l(t) + V R(t) 

where V is the static voltage on the transmission line; V.(t) and V R(t) are 
the incident and reflected voltage waves supplied by the charging circuit to 
the spark gap region which is treated as a lumped element characterized by 
C Q, L (t) and R 0(t). If the inductive voltage drop across the spark channel 
is neglected, one innediately obtains 

[Ve + Vj(t) + V R(t)] + C QR 0(t) ^ [Vj(t) • V R(tj] = 

R 0(t) 
-|— CVj(t) -v R(t)] 

(6.01) 

0 
21 



which is the operative circuit equation used by these authors in their 
investigation of M t ) , the so-called spark gap resistance. In this experiment 
one can choose the initial time t = 0 to correspond with the time at which 
the voltage across the capacitor reaches the measured breakdown strength 
of the gas. One then can take V + Vj(0) to be this measured breakdown 
strength which is still labeled V in their paper. Also for t > 0 when one 
is trying to deduce R (t) it is shown that 4r V,(t) is small compared to 
^ V R(t) and in addition, the prescribed slowly varying V,(t) is small compared 
to V R(t). With these approximations, which are quite accurate for this 
experiment, the authors then obtain the expression 

R 0(t) [V. + V R(t)] 
0 V t } + Vo at W 

I t is interesting to note that in such a derivation one could have written 
the following 

I 3(t)R Q(t) • L Q(t) £ I3(t) + I 3(t) £ L Q(t) = V 0 • Vj(t) + V R(t) 

Then one notes that even if the L (t) 4- I,(t) can be neglected in this specific 
experiment, one is still left with the result 

I 3(t) [R0(t) + ̂  L 0(t)] - V 0 + V x(t) n V R(t) 

One can of course combine R (t) + 4r I A t ) into the symbol R Q(t) used by these 
authors but it is clear that one has no a-priori reason to assume that one is 
dealing with a purely resistive load impedance. It may well turn out that we 
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H w bKfc eqwtieft with *fcftS • (t • iF(i9JS' • ôw with rfi9*«s to the 

Pvlst ship* of *{:} in relitioft to the V 3 UM% *e « A mvm th*t 

o r 

aftere a 0 it to be fttemfned ' « « the d»U. We then obteift the c a t i o n 

B 0 

whose solution it 

*•£>/ ..J * ' •$ 

whtrt, i« the «fefnlty of tr » fl, f(?J • ^ - , fu order to c*rry eut such 

ifttt$ritfofti one mm know the value of «Q «Meh e*» be abuses' fra» the 

tr;ft£?tfltfeftUt e$vetie« 

> t « —J . —L_ 

V 

» t * J tf?V e * 

by ift « p < w i m cw-ter jrojrw lince ? 0 is «wwr«d. The vol use orofile 

to;!* then be given ty 
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and t u peak value mould occur i t the tice ?_ xftere -jj- v [ i j » 6; S.e., gne 

could Jitso solve the edition 

for 3. in terms of the *easured value of v ?f we can se*s«rc the initial o p 
slope of v e ( t ) «t stall values of K one w&uld otUfn -s i«a«diately or & 

first ipproxtatfon to its value. Once a. is esUb! >T.ied, ane can jjrcceod 

to calculate the Hse-tfM mii width gariseters of the pulse whose actual 

shape is illustrated in figyre VI.1 (fcindly pi-ovided by Professor Ststk) . 

Since the electrical perasseters c , v. , Z„ and the calibration coefficient k 
0 5 0 

are all contained in our dfcensicnk.,; tfs* variable :, sne could esasrine 
the eiperintental data for the case that only the sa&ient density » in the 
spark gap is allowed to vary. One nay in this «ay be able to show in the 

2/3 
future that a varies as s e as predicted earlier. 

! l is clear fro* the structure of the first order differential equation 

for | { t ) in te rn of ff(i) that other functions* chokes otMU) can &o tried 

in the future £e.«., S(s) • ~ where one would try to she* :fcj$t n •> 3 givas 

the oes: f i t to the data e«ce ^ is established with sufficient precision}. 

All such exercises clearly require appropriate progress to process the 

experimental data. 

Sorensen and ftfstk also analysed the "width" of their output voltage 

wavefmrs and report that 

P. W 

* {n$ee} « S3 3 (forM,) ( 6 .#) 

£ f i £ J L l 2 ! / > M 
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Figtirt W.I * The Aciwil Pahe Sftfpe Cosing out fena the 
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t 

Mti 

1/3 
v u (flsec) • 7.7 — — j S (f 0 r H e ) (6.Z5) 

where the width wis taken as the tine required for v(t} to rise and then fall 
a factor 1/7 of its peak value; the pulses are clearly not symmetric functions 
of Sine. 

Again, such expressions are dimensionally incorrect if one is to take the 
numerical coefficients as pure numbers as is being suggested. The measured 
values of T W range from 1 to 2 nsec for the pressure range 7.76 < p A t < 21.32 
and the pulse shape was the same for He and N ?, which again is most interesting 
and worthy of additional study later on. These authors also report that 
excessive jitter m found in the case of He at pressures below 4.33 Atmospheres 
•"lien is most tantiliiing and will require further study. 

It *hou1d be reaeirtsred that the inductance of the spark gap has been 
ignored in the above discuss fen and i t would appear that by first calculating 
? a in the above manner one trill then be able to study the rote of this spark 
gap inductance in the problem, for example, one would expect to see absolute 
time delays in the problem in the sense that the output voltage will peak 
later in tine than one would calculated in the abeve manner. The pulse shape 
vA t ) would also differ from that given above if this inductance is significant 
during the resistive phase. Since the Sorensen/Ristic data fits the u t * 3 lawB 

so extremely welt (:3S) over some three decades in 4-*- one can expect that 
o 

such inductance effects will be rather small for small gap lengths; one must 
of course* eventually kwsw the quality specifications ejected for the output 
waveform v 0(t) in the I Program in ordar to }vMfy any funhtr effort ?t 
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this time In the direction of this Inductance problem, The above discussion 
of the lumped circuit basis of spark gap switching should be adequate to begin 
the task of designing and testing a prototype switching system and identifying 
stwe of the important practical problems which can be resolved in the laboratory 
in a simple extension c f the work of Sorensen 2nd ftistic to the high rep-rate 
re*, . A number of other basic physics and practical questions about, the 
temporal, spatial and electrodyncnic structure of the spark channel (single 
and multiple) Itself will be addressed later 1n the report after the more 
practical hardware discussion has been presented. 
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VII. SOME ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS RELATED 
TO THE REQUIRED SPECIFICATIONS 

!«i what follows we cortsider a system capable, in principle, to meet the 
required specifications. The system consists of an electronic pulsed power 
supply, radial type cavity coupled by a loop to a transmission line, and a 
radial capacitor, C, as shown in Figure VII.1. During each period of time 
(which is inversely proportional to pulse repetition rate) the energy from the 
power supply,is stored in the capacitor C in much the way that the spark gap 
in the ccvity is overvolted. When the gap ignites, the capacitor C will 
resonate with the cavity inductance, spark-gap inductance and the inductance 
of the charging capacitor C. At lower frequencies (less than 200MHz), the 
total inductance is approximately equal to the cavity inductance. 

The total losses of the resonant circuit are given by 

R * V R < / + R 5 » ( 7 , 1 ) 

where R„ (»50fl) is the impedance of the transmission line, R are the wall 
losses and R is the spark-gap resistance. At lower frequencies R can be 
neglected, and R is typically on the order of in. The coupling loop is 
represented by an ideal transformer of transformer ratio Q. 

The cavity inductance can be evaluated by calculating the admittance, y, 
seen at the inner radius, Rj, of a radial transmission line shorted at the 
outer radius, R,. This results in 

2nR 
J ' l ' o 

" 4 
1 /V k R 2 , J i ( k R i ) * V ' W " ' ^ 
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EitrCfRONIC PULSED 
POWER SUPPLY 
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Figure VII.1 - Radial Cavity with Power Supply 
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Figure VII-2 - Simplified Equivalent Circuit of Radial Cavity Shown 
in Figure V I I . 1 . L is the Cavity Inductance, C is 
the Radial Capacitor Capacitance, Rg is the Internal 
Resistance of the Power Supply, Rs is the Spark Gap 
Resistance, and * is the Ideal Transformer Ratio of 
the Coupling Loop 
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• 

where k is the wavenumber equal to 2TT/A = w/v. Since the diiner.stor,s cf the 
cavity are small compared to resonance wavelength, we have kR, • i and 
k ^ « 1, and equation (7.2) can be written as 

wlh 

Thus, we have 

W 

i ^ 
L % 
, .H 

2irV 

where v = ]/Jz u , The resonance will occur where 

W 0 L ° 

where w is the resonant frequency. 
Depending on the cavity loading (i.e., the adjustment OT the coup".' . 

loop transformer ratio, <J>) different kinds of waveforms can te cotaired T-WI 
the cavity. This is shown in Figure VII.3. 

In what follows we perform a very rough calculation in order to estt-Mie 
the circuit elements required to meet the specifications. We assume -Jrr. tte 

capacitance C is charged to the full voltage available from the po<ver supo'y, 
its energy being CV II. For our purposes the waveform to be usee! is the cr-e 
shown in Figure VII.3a. The peak energy in half cycle will be given by 

epeak 2 \L/R ]/ ' , 3 ) 

• 
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Figure VII.3 - Possible Outputs from the Cavity into the 
Transmission Line of Impedance R 
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reiitina<foc«4 at the tftiwrft. fee Cfl«t!fl««j5/ (wgfaf? sysS*» i!ts»J« fee 
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51. COHtUlSHM «I» a£C®K£K»Tf(SS 

This resort Hi sutler! foes' several ie$orJ4flt issues related to *{<$ 

»ff*SV#»t S»* switching. First* 4 st*le»of»We*«rt of We Cirreai res is ts 

pfeese research fits oee*» given, thm eftoagh sngiiieeHng fofcrta&iSoa &a$ &ee« 

stmoltetf so w*c * wwitagM taoersMfjr «rfe an &* iAitiaieti. h miU 

aeoeir Wat we rewire*} s&ecf f i d t leas te»1tf be set * iw we oreseflt lec&nc-

bjy of the spirit gaos. However, aer* Weoretiu! aftif tsoertaeota! werfc sws 

&> oe ooae Before we actual WAS true t ion of we s#se» is yctfei'takea. «3n :*<;• 

weoretieei $ i&. We following toofci sft&«t<J & cotisi&res": 

(a) Cwputtr simulation of We «•«*stive 9tes« itt We single channel 
art in We tyHi e&eftnel regime. 

Jo) Sftjineififtf <Je$i$i» 0 * t f t e systea wiW . leetSit eaeftasis e<» Wc 
load *»seJtfoo, f§ Jsatf of We scufer of 8.S3 is essayed) to lite 
dviSy. Coositferetiofl of different tflws of cevitfas. 

{c} £«jifti*rJBf design of We systen essuafoo. Wet we cavity W3 Wc 
connectta} transmission line ere fi l led wiW water. 

U) Captation of the heat transfer esarecte-tsttes a* We cst^iinf 
loop *«J We transmission line. 

6» We e3periatflUl si'Je, i t is s i e s t a ! wai an electrstik jc*.* v„i$!y:« 

aretectf ens Wat Ws ?»Beria«fttat setes fsif$est«4 fo wis resort ie teststf. 

FvrWir t*pe»"i*eftt*1 uives*i$ati«it is also ftecessar? * * « We lines Q- We 

ssfsiie-Serenstn tj^erittut, 
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x, mmita;, ;i m m 

t&wm s. sMRsramo SWRRS ON fifts/fusm SVITCKB 

We wf f 1 briefly review here I typfeill tirvsU used to ?uka«J power 

tceftoology in otter to Sltastttt? m ro)e of the s*s/pJ*s«M suited {which is 

a ttaaMdur icsive tlesancj is it his oiea ipprecUta) in the past. 

I £y^ 
[ Snitch 

8ft s*ny typical ipplic«io«s» Cfl is lir^e, i f l is s«i)S so tftit ane's interest 

is in the effect of Mt ) if.il U(t) on the current I{0 for gtweo vol us* 

ijreikdewn strength Vft *ntJ totd inptdwce 2. According to <5.C. Jtirtin, there 

«re the following sites in which (1) l s (t} is ioflereej coipretf to R$(t); *wf 

{2) Sfj(t) is ijaorca ttwpiretf to l^tt). for the former, one si«»5y prtswss 

tfcit 

isto « f h - t 5 

where ^ >s the so-c#l)e6 resistive rise ti«e ind wis thought to se given =>y 

J /3 

lenjth Of spirit or, tfci bisis of HiriLVs ten (itt tt*t}, where L • ~ , 

chuffltl, » 0 * MOlfflt dmHy i*w» It It in fmoirtcil eowttitt with dimensions. 
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The spark channel inductance 1.(1) is proportional to the in r {t} wnen-
r (t) is taken to be the radius of the spark channel and in this casu (1) 
this weak tine dependence was ignored. For case (2) one then presumes that 

t 

I. (t) • -f \ 

where 

S'T 
for the actual case in which both Pj{t) and ij(t) t r t involved, Martin 
reeotwnded that all one could do is to presume that 

!{t) • f 1 - e 

where 

7T ' \ * H 
s T 

It is all too dear that this picture is a gross ovcrsityllocation of the 

actual situation and demonstrates the urgent need for a better understanding 

of the current flowing in such pulsed circuits in real (ooserviole) time. 

This situation is characteristic of the state-of-the-art prior to the work of 

Sistic. In «any current applications, three-electrode spark gaps are chosen, 

in this case the actual values of £ 0 and I to be used sr* unfortunately 

not known in the context of the above kind of circuit. In addition to the 

win circuit voitage and impedance, one has a separate trigger circuit with 
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quite different voltage and impedance value: to drive tire spark channel 
breakdown process. It should be abundantly clear from the above discussion 
that a much deeper basic understanding of the simpler two-electrode spark 
gap is certainty of first priority in this study of ultra-fast high rep-rate 
switching system. 

The above discussion on the vacuum radial transmission line is most 
instructive in regard to the physics of high pressure spark gaps since it 
allows one to acquire an orientation and appreciation of the nature of the 
converging trigger pulse {the "Lark") V.(r,t} in the time domain in the kinds 
of geometries sf ultimate interest in this study, From a practical viewpoint 
one nust deal with real stateriab for the ekctrode boundaries, and of 
course we always hive a Urge number of ambient gas molecules per cm in the 
best of vacuum vessels. The net effect is that "vacuus breakdown" is 
experienced at some value of r where E^r.t) exceeds a certain threshold 
value in the vicinity of r •» 0* and we observe an outgoing reflected voltage 
puJse Vg(r,t) which c m be monitored [via ̂  Is(r,t)3 at some convenient 
location r • R. By increasing the ambient density P 0 of the gas, one tries 
to ttce delay the onset of the breakdown process in such a way that when it 
does occur, we obtain a very fast rise*time for !ft(t) or ft l R(t). 
Loosely speaking, if one monitors the ingoing and reflected pulses in the coaxial 
feed section of the transmission line circuit when we have a constant character* 

y, 2(t) 
istic impedance :o, we can talk about the ingoing power pulse — ^ — « P ((t) 

V R
2(t) ° 

and the reflected power pulse - ^ — • P R{t) at this location. Sow authors 
0 d 

use the terminology "Power Acceleration" to describe the increase of ft PR(t) 

over &*i<t) or 2 0 & I R * ( t ) over 2 0 g j 1 j 2 {t) . Such language also conveys 

the very qualitative idea of pulse compression if one invokes conservation 
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of energy and writes for location R: 

PR T R ° pl TI 

and 
A, 

A 2 
PI V T R " * " T I 8 "V»<T' 

where (*} is the tine average. It is the contention of such authors that 
the gas/plasma spark channel allows one to handle and transform very high 
power levels P,(t) * PJt) in the required very short times T R of interest, 
in fact, it is claimed with perhaps some justification that no other switching 
technique can be considered to be anywhere near being competitive at the high 
power levels of interest herein. 

Until we have a theory of the £•£ interactions operative in the vicinity 
of the singularity an the z-axis of symmetry (r * 0*), it is not an easy 
matter to test or to put such a qualitative picture cf putse compression on a 
quantitative basis. It is rather important to note that most high pressure 
spark gap experiments have been conducted with relatively long trigger pulses 
Vt(t) where one is almost encouraging all possible flashover-shunting processes 
to become prematurely operative in the time domain. Said another way, it is 
not obvious that we have even begun to tap the nonlinear structure of the 
electromagnetic field p«r se, let alow the £•£ interactions in the vicinity 
of the singularity- It is not out of the realm of possibilities that given 
» short enough trigger pulse [measured say by ^ V,(t)3, that a vacuum switch 
with appropriate electrodes (say highly polished Carbon as now used in the 
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production of electron beams In vacuum diodes) could well become a viable 
* switch candidate. Such a possibility receives some preliminary support from 

the fact that the resistive time T R IS apparently independent of the spark 
channel length *0 and directly proportion to P 0 . If one pursued such an 

f idea "all the way" with the appropriate Vj(t) it is clear that the nonlinear 
active medium for switching would at first glance be an electron beam per se. 
Now it would be clearly self'defeating if all or most of the power Pj(t) 

^ was absorbed in the kinetic energy of a conventional electron beam which 
would be deposited in the anode where severe damage would occur; in fact, 
one would not have a switch of the kind required where we want to deposit 

a> minimal energy in the switching volume per se and deliver a maximum amount 
of power IR(t)VR(t) to a final load impedance via the pick-up loop technique. 
If, however, one can learn how to shape the electrodes and the radial 

* transmission line feeding such "electron beams", there may be techniques as 
yet undircovered in the laboratory whereby one can in fact exploit such a 
vacuum switch concept. The oasic idea fs ta create an extremely high inductance 

9 in the nonHnear active ned'um {not unlike a super-pinched electron beam where 
in particle electrodynamic language 8, » > 3 ). In such a situation one 
wild expect that such a driven nonlinear active medium could bs locally 

9 characterized by coherent (long range ordered) time varying surface currents 
collectively driving, in turn, the vacuum radiation impedance. Such a 
ncnlinearly polarized «edit» would become more and more inductive as r •» 0 

* in the geometry of interest here. In any case, it will require a most interesting 
future theory to show that such driven "electron beams" wiM radiate most of 
their inductively stored power (leaving very little for kinetic energy at 

* later tines) and yield the tnacroscale power IR(t)VR(tj in the transmission 

t 
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line circuit where all of the fields are of course define It will require 
future proof but it now appears that tt,« same basic mechanisms are responsible 
for the observed response of a high pressure gas to P,(t). The electronic 
structure of the gas molecules is subjected to strong incoming time varying 
driving induction fields B.(r,t) of TEH pulses. The full nonlinear response 
of such a collection of electrons to such driving fields (pulsed flux) is 
most difficult to characterize in the conventional language of plasma physics 
or classical electrodynamics. It may be possible to invent physical models 
(of the nonlinear active medium) however, if one is working in close concert 
with relevant experiments, 

A careful study of the linear theory of the time domain response of a 
biconical antenna to pulsed excitation both in transmission and reception is 
oust relevent to this future theoretical program on nonlinear switching 
techniques (see for example C.W. Harrison's basic work in IEEE Transactions 
on Antennas and Propagation, March 1965 and references therein). The physics 
of such linear biconical antennas is best described in J.C. Slater's 
"Micro-Wave Transmission", wherein one will find an excellent cn'tique of 
the pioneering work of Shelkunoff, Stratton and Chu and others. The relevant 
relationships are in the geometry of both problems. In conventional switches 
one normally uses electrodes with Rogowski profiles (based on equipotentials 
or electrostics concept*) to produce spatially uniform initial electric 
fields in the spark gap volume. Actually one does not want uniform fields, 
but rather one wants to tap the real singularity (built into Maxwell's equations) 
on the symmetry axis as discussed above and ti>is singular "EMF" region is 
most manifest in the biconical antenna geometry. We therefore can learn 
from linear antenna theory that wide angle biconical transmission line 
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geometries ;fed by coaxial lines) may play a fundamental role in the problem 

of ultra-fast switching. In such geometries, one has coaxial "room" in the 

vicinity of the symmetry axis for small holes in the electrodes for the high 

speed flow of the gas in the high rep-rate mode. 

t 

• 
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APPENDIX II. THE VACUUM RADIAL TRANSMISSION LINE 

It is clear that we will eventually have to study the difficult problem 
of a prescribed command triggering pulse V,(t) propagating down the coaxial 
transmission line and thti. reaching the junction where it must "turn the corner" 
and begin to propagate radially inward to the system axis of symmetry where 
the gas switch volume is located. In this appendix it is presumed that one 
has learned how to shape the junction geometry in such a way that one obtains 
an ingoing TEM pulse in a radial transmission line. In the general u-wave 
theory of transmission lines, this means that in the Fourier Integral 
representation of V,(t) one can determine the characteristic frequencies (u) 

1 2TT of such a pulse and the associated wavelengths (A = -7==—) . Then for those yeu a 
wavelengths which are large compared to the characteristic size of the junction 
(discontinuity in shape) one can show that such spectral components "turn the 
corner" and one can resurrect a TEM pulse V,(t) which then propagates radially 
inward when it is sever*.! characteristic wavelengths from the junction. 

0 Experimentally, with B.(t) sensors, one can of course measure both pulse shapes 
[-7T Ij(t)] in the coaxial line and in the radial transmission line. In any 
case, we are only interested here in the description of the electromagnetic 
field near the z-axis of symmetry for such ingoing TEM pulses. 

We therefore analyze the important problem of a pulse propagating in the 
vacuum radial transmission line in real time. To make the problem two-dimensional, 
we can take the inhomogeneous line to have an infinite radius. Then we assume 
a current density source is located in the line and that it can be described 
(prescribed) by 

f 1, ft,- V 
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mim\t in. ramta mcwim m mnmmnmi 

8f one objectively stodles the sulci*) in the previous sections of 

this, report mi the Nteriture eviilioie m (ritri-fisc spirit pp switching, 

one cm identify # number of fura&fflfnwl issues mhicfe require further 

investigate fa the libomary with the close susjwt of flew theeretfal 

efforts to mt fully understand the nonlineir electrodyniaie processes 

« i t i f « t ia the so-tilled sg i t i t t i u i , fomitivt *ad r«si;tive t i « ptoses of 

the problem These unresolved issues m*§t when one esunines ftMwell'i 

c$fttf6os for me fleWs *«d its sources *nd in oirejeuitr *fce« we tiies to 

Ascribe mi H hippeni«$ ifl spirt $tp circuits in the £i«e demin. 

5n circuit Unjuigt the f«nfli«n»l issues a n be seen to center iretmi} 

the proof of validity of *ny known equivtlent circuit representation of toth 

i field theoretic prebler, specificity the eh rietefimicn of the spirt 

chinne) evolution in r « ) time N U t i v e to the prescribed overvoHinj pulse 

**vtfo») in tens of such tilled cirtwit perimeters is C 6(tJ, t^lsj end S 0 it} 

reojirirs* cireftrt jwtif icit ion in etch txpcHttntii sftuition an the b«is of 

KfcwtU's eqwtiws. i t is without dosftt convenient to thin* cf the soirk 

chiraitl «s <n ictiv* nonlinear toed iftptdtnet hil) in t transmission Hue 

circuit but one « s t the« proceed ts design experiments which e»n r*vtil trfiit 

is ictailly Mooenin? in the electrotwsftettc field end its iourses { « well is 

sine i i intenetton) wHeh U#& to iny pirticuJtr ftmetionil speciffcetion 

of such t lAt). turn k the linear ftave theory of trinsaission tines* 

5f»Mi, Hinsen once slid "the first thin? to team ibout the theory of js«**ves is 

•.hit the idee 3f lupedincc ciwot be used is i substitute for thought*. In • 

s i i fUr vein, J.C» Slater townted; *Wm ideis of transmission lines ieid to 

the sew results i t M#**eP's equations they ire r%ht, though superfluous; 
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*fi«n tney lead to different results they are wrong, an income". analogy". 

Jn the present esse of nonlinear active load iapedances such as our spark 

dwnnel* the ntssage is clear we must try to work solely with pulsed solutions 

of Maxwell's field equations in the ti*»*dw»ain in the design and execution 

of new experiments. 

in this study «e &ave seen that &re«sen and Ristic have been able to 

deduce *n effective .'esistance fi { t j proportional to t on the basis of the 

mnuni value of •& 5 9 ( t ) , the palse reflected froffl the spark channel already 

in its resistive phase. As discussed e*rHer ; i t was assu»ed that the spark 

channel inductance L { t ) played a fltinor role la the p«ib?e» eon-pared to ft0(t) 

in controlling the observed w ! R ( t ) . Kith regard to the equivalent circuit 

used by these authors i t *as noted lint there is no a-priori msw to introduce 

a pure #» ie resistance ( U t ) i;» favor of the aHernative time-derivation of 

the inductance 4 l 0 { t ) . I t is important to note that by definition i 0 ( t } has 

an internal part L f i t { t } of unknown microscopic character and an externa! pert 

t * * l { t ) which is usually taken to be proportional to in ~ r c y *» the coaxial 

geometries nomally used where r ( t ) is the time-dependent spark channel radius. 

Even i f {,'** I? can be shot* to be saall compared to I f tJt) as in the Sorensen-
0 OC 0 

PistSc txp*ri«ent, i t does not follow that I J j L^ n t ( t ) is to ae forgotten 

and in fact i t is not out of the question tfcil 8 0 { t ) is in fact vary each like 

or even equivalent to ^ l * f t t ( t ) in ainy of these problems. Of course *e 

cannot «*cep* for the sign (:} at this stage readily resolve tFte basic difference 

between the positive ft0(t) * t * 3 and l I t ) •*• t because we hre no physical 

understanding of the internal electronic structure and (notion or the gas which 

has been transforwd fro* its init ial dielectric state to sons kind of rather 

ill«c*fined "plasm sttw" by the overvolting pulse, Sn principle *s "fluid 
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hive to know the se»inconsistent solution of Maxwell's equations for the 

fields E{x,t), B(*,t) and the sources ft(M}» jKx.t) everywhere in the circuit 

(in or en the surfaces of the real materia) boundaries and in the gas in the 

spark gap volum) and such things oust be imam in the time domain where in 

*e can only Measure tine relative w the prescribed initial pulses in the 

circuit. Since Me lire dealing, in addition, with nonlinear electrodynamic 

processes in the so-called breakdown of the g«t «e «uld easily abandon en^ 

further theoretical effort to understand such a field theoretic oreb'em. All of 

our linear dispersion theoretic techniques based on the superposition of states 

are quite useless, even the pefcurftatfon theories of HonHnear Optics and 

Quancuwlectrodjmairtcs (carried out to sc*e low order) will not he'p us very 

awch in understanding the internal structure of the fields and particles 

(nor their strong j*£ interaction} in a spark channel of the kind »e oust try 

to create in the laboratory in the future. Hhet. <me is faced with such an 

a»tscMe field theoretic problem it is perhaps wise to simply admit that 

searching for such fundamental self*ccnsiste«t solutions in spact and time 

fs practically iipossiolt and oigin to refine our experiments while searching 

far phenomenolosical approaches to the problem; i .e.* look for source theories 

a they art referred to fa modern field theory. In simpler language, we nust 

learn to use our physical insight and construct models of the spark channel 

radium which can guide relevant future experiments designed to test such source 

MOiteH and hopefully find at least one that works in practice in such programs 

as that for \? Mitch 1s the goal of this study. 

In order to acquire s o n orientation on the kinds of experiments to be 

require* m will «nsid«r e radial transnissiott line or a Mccnical transmission 

line with a tiny cylindrical container of gas of volume ur'i^ near the origin 
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of coordinates (spherical and cylindrical respectively'. He will presume 
that a very short i«going TEH pulse can be Introduced into such a line, with 
effective width Cfit̂  as measured [via ^ Ij(t}] at some l?rge radius r Q 

where r £ Cat.. Since such a pulse travels with the speed of light, we 
know when it should arrive at the g*s container at r => r ( and from the 

9 
solutions given earlier for such transmission lines we can calculate for 
all r < r . ojr.t) and its time derivative B.(r.t) if we know their values 

0 9 0 
at r » r fros measurement of gr I»(«"0.t) with the pick-up loop sensor 
described in previous sections. Since Bjr.t) and £ 7(r,t) are very large near • v I ( r , t J 

r * 0 , we know that at sotse radius 0 < r < r, the stress — j will reach 
a threshold value and then proceed to exceed the breakdown strength of the 
gas. We would like to experimentally record the absolute time delays involved 
in such a situation where one expects, on field theoretic grounds, that gas 
(as * dielectric wedius) to act like a nonlinear active inductance in which 
string driven polarization currents are flowing inside the gas. 

From the Poynting Theorem we know that power is flowing in the electro
magnetic field {in the pulse} and entering the gas to "fill the proposed 
nonlinear inductive store". Experiments on the spectral characteristics 
(e.g., with photoelectric techniques or streak spectrographs) of the light 
etsitted by the gas during this inductive "filling tijne" (with the exploitation 
of Zetman and/or Stark effects) would be most useful if such results can be 
tfoe-tied to the pulse shape of both ^ Ij{r0,t) and ^ I ^ t O as recorded 
at the s t a t radial location r. in the transmission line circuit. !r. t-!?e 

o 
conventional picture one s*ys that the gas is transformed to a "plasts state" 
of rather high conductivity and with such a concerting link between the 
cathode *ni anode the voltage acn.ss the gap begins to collapse in real-time. 
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The lumped circuit theory for this model has been discussed in earlier 
sections where the spark channel total resistance R 0(t) controls the mea.;ur°d 
pulse shape ^ I R(t). In this model one ha? a spark channel in driven radial 
hydrodynamic motion as a result of Ohmic heating [locally described by 

» j|(r,t)n(r,t) where the current density j 7(r,t) and the plasma resistivity 
are not however, as noted earlier, directly observed]. In any case, one 
assumes that the total effective rross-sectfonal areo of the spark channel is 

. increasing in real-tine as a result of the hydrodynamic motion and in this 
way one obtains a decreasing total resistance R Q(t) and an increasing total 
current Ift(t) (or a voltage collapse across the gap). In simple spark gap 

m circuits where one can identify the interelectrode capacitance C and one knows 
that ft was charged to say a voltage of V Q (the breakdown voltage of the gas), 
one then assumes that the capacitive store j CQV|j is depleted in driving the 

§ spar* channel and that this happens in such a short time that the store 
cannot be recharged by the primary charging current supply. The circuit 
under consideration here with the ingoing TEH pulse in a radial transmission 

if line geometry is of course rather rare complex than such a siaple circuit but 
in both cases one would like to know what the fields and its sources ire doing 
in real-time and to avoid, as long as possible, the introduction cf lumped 

f circuit concepts. In the inductive store model L Q(t) it would seem tc be 
BSMt natural for the coherent current flowing through the gas to increase in 
time as the field continues to deliver coherent energy or powtr via the incoming 

• overwriting TE« pulse. From an experimental viewpoint, the key difference 
between the L Q(t) model and the ftQ(t} model is that no hydrodynamic motions 
of any kind need occur in the former. It would therefore be most exciting if 

f sone kind of high time resolution Ooppler experiment (y-wave or optical) could 

t 
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resolve this basic question: is there actual hyrrodynamic motion during 
(not after) the so-called resistive phase of the evolution of the spark channel? 
Such questions will become more and more pertinent and the answers will be 
of great importance in the regime of ultra-fast spark gap switching in the 
sub-nsec time regime. It should be noted again that we are interested in 
this study 1n the situation where the incoming overvolting pulse V.(t) is of 
sufficient coherence and strength to drive the gas through the so-called 
statistical and formative phases very rapidly in times comparable to the overall 
time resolution available (say less than 50 picoseconds). With regard to tne 
output voltage waveform v Q(t) = ft ̂  ^(»'0»t) we also require that it be of 
high quality and highly reproducible in the high rep-rate modes of interest 
here (the latter problem is to be addressed wich a high speed gas flow system). 

In parallel with such an experimental program, it will be necessary to 
develop a fundamental theory which will provide a microscopic electrodyiamk 
picture of the coherent internal polarization currents in the electronic 
structure of the gas molecules and in sufficient detail as to how this leads to 
the observed rapidly growing total current I^r-.t) flowing in the tnacrocircuit. 
This author has been working on such £ fundamental vheory for the last several 
years and finds W a t the L.(t) picture is slowly evolving as a more baiic 
foundation for switching in general, than the 8 (t) picture; only clever 
diagnostic experiments, however, will settle t!ie matter to everyone's satisfaction. 
This new theory of electrodynamics is based on the conservation of quantized 
flux and is most useful in designing such new experiments for the time regime 
of Interest. Progress on such matters will be reported In the future as the 
new experimental programs unfold. 
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